KEY BENEFITS OF 3E 2.8.2

• **New eBillingHub integration** helps you streamline financial operations by completing invoice processing, including proforma validation and invoice submission, without ever leaving 3E, making it easier to bill your clients and get paid faster.

• **Enhanced Accounts Payable usability features** increase efficiency and provide easier management of bank reconciliations.

• **Notify updates** optimize system notifications and summarizations.

• **Platform enhancements** improve performance in various areas and provide additional printing capabilities in Document History.

Drastically reduce billing errors with integration to the industry’s leading electronic billing management solution and boost user efficiency when you upgrade to the latest release of 3E® from Thomson Reuters Elite. Whether you’re using 3E on-premises or 3E in the Cloud, 3E 2.8.2 offers a number of enhanced capabilities that will streamline functions and improve billing processes.

A major enhancement of 3E 2.8.2 is integration to eBillingHub®—the leading electronic billing solution designed specifically for law firms to transform the error-prone process of legal e-billing into a fast and accurate activity. The new integration, as well as additional billing improvements, can help you produce and submit client invoices more quickly and accurately to get paid faster.

Additional enhancements include improved Accounts Payable features and updates to Notify, Billing, and Document History that boost efficiency and help optimize system performance. These features, along with other substantial improvements, add robust and indispensable functions to the already solid foundation of 3E enabling you to confidently and successfully manage all critical areas of your business today and into the future.
WHAT’S NEW IN 3E 2.8.2

3E 2.8.2 HIGHLIGHTS

New eBillingHub integration
• eBillingHub capabilities are now embedded directly within core 3E functions: proforma generation, proforma edit, and invoices
• Proactively validate proforma and invoice details against eBillingHub billing rules
• Immediately make corrections to eliminate e-bill rejections and allow for improved payment success and faster payments
• Invoices can be submitted directly from 3E processes, allowing for improved user efficiency

Enhanced Billing, Accounts Payable, and General Ledger features
• New functionality for timekeeper notes
• Ability to edit both Work and Presentation narratives globally in Proforma Edit
• New check template options for trust checks
• Ability to link firm Phase/Task/Activity list to matter Phase/Task/Activity to facilitate easier time entry
• Bank Reconciliation usability features have been added based on direct customer focus group feedback, including range select, improved view options, summarized auto-matching rules, and the ability to un-reconcile previously reconciled statements
• Option to remove JM Prior Period Adjustment from JM Summarization to improve general ledger performance

Notify updates
• Improvements to new event setup and configuration allow easier selection of desired fields and improved readability of details tables
• New logic to consolidate multiple notifications into one and avoid the spam
• New events for Billing Summary and Trust Transactions for Summary by Disbursement

Platform, performance, and printing enhancements
• Performance improvements in Document History, Conflicts search logic for ethical wall results, DMS attachments, and bill and proforma generation
• Document History usability enhancements for refreshing content, pagination, ability to delete multiple documents at once, nested display of batch jobs for easier viewing, printing and deleting, and process alias added to print job name for easier search and recognition

To learn more about the latest release of 3E or for a global list of office locations, visit elite.com.